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Charge ordering in u-„BEDT-TTF …2RbZn„SCN…4 studied by vibrational spectroscopy
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Charge distribution in the insulating phase ofu-(BEDT-TTF)2RbZn(SCN)4 @BEDT-TTF denotes bis~ethyl-
enedithiolo!tetrathiafulvalene# is investigated using the polarized Raman and infrared~IR! spectroscopy. Both
of the Raman and IR spectra showed a multiple-peaks pattern below metal-insulator transition temperature. We
assigned the carbon-double-bond (CvC) stretching-modes based on the isotope shift in the13C-substituted
sample, and performed a factor-group analysis for the polarized IR and Raman spectra. These results proved
that charge disproportionation~CD! takes place in the insulating phase, and that the spatial pattern of the
charge ordering agrees with the symmetry determined by the x-ray diffraction. The CD ratio was estimated
from the frequency of a ring CvC stretching mode that is weakly coupled with electronic excited states. A
systematic way to investigate the CD phenomenon based on vibrational spectroscopy is discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.085110 PACS number~s!: 71.30.1h, 71.27.1a, 71.38.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

Charge ordering draws a growing attention as a n
electron-correlation phenomenon in organic charge-tran
~CT! salts.1,2 u-(BEDT-TTF)2RbZn(SCN)4 @BEDT-TTF de-
notes bis~ethylenedithiolo!tetrathiafulvalene, abbreviated t
ET, hereafter# and its isostructural compounds have be
studied as examples of two-dimensional~2D! charge-
ordering system. The series ofu type of ET salts has bee
synthesized by Moriet al.3,4 In these compounds, ET mo
ecules are not dimerized but take a uniform herringbone
rangement. Since these compounds have a~3/4!-filled band
with a closed Fermi surface according to the band calc
tion, they are expected to be stable metals. Actually, som
these salts show a metallic behavior. However, all co
pounds eventually become insulators at low temperatu
The charge gap responsible for the insulating behavio
ascribed to a certain charge localization, because these
pounds remain paramagnetic in the insulating phase.3 The
most important difference from the Mott insulating state
k-type ET salts5 is in the characteristic charge distributio
charge disproportionation~CD! is suggested to occur in th
insulating phase of theu salts.

The charge localization found in theu-type compounds
has been investigated primarily by means of magnetic
theoretical methods. Nakamuraet al. discovered a sign o
CD in the angular dependence of the electron-spin-reson
spectrum of u-(ET)2CsZn(SCN)4, which stimulated an
interest in the CD phenomenon of theu-type ET salts.6

Miyagawa et al.7 and Chiba et al.8 performed the
13C-nuclear-magnetic-resonance measurements foru-
(ET)2RbZn(SCN)4, and reported the existence of charg
rich and -poor sites in the insulating phase. Meanwhile, S
and Fukuyama have carried out a mean-field calculation
understand the mechanism of the charge localization9,10 and
0163-1829/2002/65~8!/085110~8!/$20.00 65 0851
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have proposed that a stripe-patterned charge ordering is
bilized in the insulating phase owing to intermolecular Co
lomb repulsive forces. Recently, Moriet al. have proposed
that the intermolecular Coulomb interaction can be estima
from the electrostatic energies between the point charge
a molecule calculated by the extended Hu¨ckel method.11

Among various approaches applicable to the researc
the charge ordering,12,13 vibrational spectroscopy can be on
of the powerful methods14 for the following reasons. First
the frequencies of the CvC stretching modes of ET sens
tively shift depending on the charge population upon
molecule.15–18 This property enables us to estimate the C
ratio. Second, the stretching mode of the central CvC bond
of ET molecule strongly couples with charge-transfer exci
states@electron-molecular vibration~EMV! coupling#, gener-
ating a large factor-group splitting. As is widely known, th
factor-group splitting tells us the unit-cell symmetry throu
the spectral selection rule. Because the selection rule is
sitive to the charge distribution, the vibrational spectra p
vide us essential information on the arrangement of equ
lently charged molecules.

In the present paper, the polarized Raman and infra
~IR! spectra ofu-(ET)2RbZn(SCN)4 are studied to verify
the presence of CD in the insulating phase and to determ
the spatial pattern of the ordered charges from the vibratio
analysis. Based on the results of the thorough investiga
on the polarized spectra, we will discuss a systematic wa
analyze the vibrational spectra of ET salts in charge orde
state. In Sec. III, we assign the Raman and IR spectra in
CvC stretching region with the aid of the isotope shift
the 13C-substituted compound. Existence of the screw-a
symmetry is verified through the factor-group analysis
Sec. IV A. By using a cluster model, we confirm the occu
rence of CD in Sec. IV B. Finally, the CD ratio is estimate
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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YAMAMOTO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 085110
from the frequency of a certain CvC stretching mode in
Sec. IV C.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Single crystals ofu-(ET)2RbZn(SCN)4 were prepared
following the reported procedure.3 The average crystal siz
was ca. 130.230.02 mm3. The crystals were mounted b
grease on an aluminum cold stage in a cryostat Oxf
CF1104, and cooled down to 20 K. The temperature of
sample was measured with a silicon-diode sensor fixed to
cold stage. The cooling rate was controlled at ca. 2 K
around the metal-to-insulator~MI ! transition temperatureTMI
in order to suppress the formation of a metastable state7,19

Raman spectra were collected using a Renishaw Ramas
System 1000 composed of a notch filter, single monoch
mator, and charge-coupled device cooled by a thermoele
device. Excitation light from a He-Ne laser, NEC GLG57
(l5632.8 nm) was focused on a ca. 10-mm-diameter spot
through a microscope equipped with an objective lens M
sutoyo M Plan Apo 20x. The laser power was kept less t
75 mW to avoid overheating. The scattered light was c
lected with a backscattering geometry. In this paper, the
larizations of the incident and scattered light are referred
as, for example, (a,c) in the case that the incident and sca
tered light were polarized in thea and c axes, respectively
Each spectrum was collected with a 30 min accumulati
Infrared reflectance spectra were observed from 600
12000 cm21 using a microscopic measurement system co
posed of an IR microscope Spectratech IR plan and a F
transformed IR spectrometer Nicolet Magna 760. Samp
were cooled with the same system used in the Raman m
surement, except that a KBr crystalline plate coated wit
waterproof film~TOPCON Co., Tokyo, Japan! was used as
the optical window. Conductivity spectra were calculat
through the Kramers-Kronig analysis from the reflectan
spectra. Details of the reflectance measurements have
described elsewhere.20

III. RESULTS

A. Crystal structure and multiple CBC stretching peaks

Figure 1~a! shows the molecular arrangement of ETs
the crystal ofu-(ET)2RbZn(SCN)4 at room temperature.4

The ET molecules are arranged in a herringbone pattern

FIG. 1. Arrangement of ET molecules in the crystal
u-(ET)2RbZn(SCN)4 ~a! at room temperature and~b! below TMI .
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their molecular long axis perpendicular to the plane of
donor layers. The~3/4!-filled band and the closed Fermi su
face predicted by the tight-binding calculation4 fulfill the
conditions for a stable metal, but the crystal undergoe
first-order MI transition at around 150–190 K.7,19 Lowering
symmetry, the unit cell is doubled belowTMI . The doubled
unit cell accommodates two pairs of crystallographically
dependent molecules An and Dn (n51,2) as shown in Fig.
1~b!. Throughout this paper, we have employed the roo
temperature notation of the crystal axes, though the sp
group is changed fromI222 toC24 below TMI .

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the Ra
spectrum around the characteristic frequency of CvC
stretchings. The spectrum observed aboveTMI consists of a
broadband centered at 1474 cm21. It changed to a multiple-
peaks pattern belowTMI . Among the observed bands, th
weak band at 1407 cm21 and the bundle of sharp peaks
around 1290 cm21 are attributed to the C-H bending mode
n4(ag) and n5(ag), respectively, because the observed f
quencies and the pattern agree with the reported feature
these vibrational modes.21 The multiple Raman signals can
not be explained in terms of the molecular symmetry. This
because an ET molecule has only three CvC stretching
modes, even if we take into account one Raman inac
~ungerade! mode.

Figure 3 shows the optical conductivity spectra measu
on theac plane. The spectra exhibited a broad band at ro
temperature. The profile of the broad band is not sim
Drude-like, but it indicates an energy continuum in the e
cited state. A very broad hump and dip were found arou
the CvC stretching region~ca. 1200 and 1500 cm21).
These features may be ascribed to a vibronic effect cause
a structural fluctuation.22 Though the spectra of the metalli

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the (a,a1c)-polarized
Raman spectrum around the characteristic frequency for CvC
stretching.
0-2
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CHARGE ORDERING INu . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 085110
phase are not well understood, we will devote our attent
to the insulating phase in the present discussion. The con
tivity spectra were significantly changed belowTMI @lower
curves in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#; one can see the large high
frequency shift of the spectral weight and the emergenc
the multiple-peaks similar to the Raman spectrum in
charge-gap region. Tajimaet al. have argued the electroni
excitation in the conductivity spectrum in terms of compa
son with a theoretical calculation.23 Here, we will focus our
attention on the characteristic vibrational features to inve
gate the charge population on each ET molecule.

B. Isotope shift of the multiple CBC signals

According to the normal-mode analysis assuming theD2h
molecular symmetry,24 the three CvC stretching modes o
the ET molecule are classified into two gerade and one
gerade modes. Figure 4~a! shows the schematic atomic di
placement in these modes. The two gerade modes, callen2

FIG. 3. Optical-conductivity spectra polarized parallel to~a!
the a axis and~b! the c axis. Upper and lower curves in the tw
panels show the spectra measured at room temperature and
respectively.

FIG. 4. ~a! Schematic atomic displacement for the CvC
stretching modes.~b! Molecular structure of the13C-substituted ET
molecule~asterisks indicate13C atoms!.
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and n3, are composed of central and in-phase ring CvC
stretchings, and the ungerade moden27 corresponds to an
tiphase ring CvC stretching. We performed the isotope-sh
measurements using the13C-substituted sample to determin
the assignment of the multiple peaks. As shown by the as
isks in Fig. 4~b!, the two carbon atoms in the central CvC
bond are replaced by13C atoms in the isotope-substitute
sample. Because only the two gerade modesn2 and n3 in-
clude the central CvC bond stretching, these modes can
distinguished from the ungerade moden27 by the isotope-
shift measurement. Moreover, it is possible from the isoto
shift value to distinguishn3 from n2, since the contribution
of the central CvC stretching inn3 is larger than that of
n2.21,25,26

Figure 5 shows the polarized Raman and conductiv
spectra of the natural~nonsubstituted! and 13C-substituted
samples. All peaks except forn4 and n5 showed isotope
shift. Therefore, these peaks are attributed to the ger
modesn2 andn3. The ungeraden27 mode, which is polarized
along the molecular long axis, was found neither in the R
man nor in the IR spectra, because the molecular long ax
perpendicular to theac crystal face. We labeled the CvC
stretching peaks as shown in Fig. 5 to specify the pe
belonging to a common mode between the natural and s
stituted samples. The frequencies of these peaks are sum
rized in Table I together with the assignment. Corresp
dence of the peaks between the two samples was determ
in the following manners. The lowest-frequency peaks of
two samples,b2 andb28 , are commonly found in the (a,a)-
and (b* ,b* )-polarized Raman spectra@See Figs. 5~a! and
5~c!# and a-polarized conductivity spectrum@Fig. 5~d!#,
where b* denotes the direction perpendicular to theac
plane. The sharpn5 signals overlap these broad bands, ma
ing it difficult to determine the precise frequency differen
between the two broad bands. However, it is certain that
difference is less than ca. 60 cm21, which is the maximum
isotope shift expected for the local mode of CvC
stretching.27 Therefore, we consider thatb2 andb28 belong to
a common mode. For the similar reasons, two broad bandc1

andc2 of the natural sample are attributed toc18 andc28 of the
13C-substituted sample@Figs. 5~b! and 5~e!, respectively#.

The b1 band is the next lowest-frequency peak in t
(a,a)- and (b* ,b* )-polarized spectra of the natural samp
In the (a,a)-polarized spectrum of the13C-substituted
sample@Fig. 5~a!#, no peak corresponds tob1, but in the
(b* ,b* )-polarized spectrum@Fig. 5~c!# there exists an in-
tense bandb18 . We consider thatb1 andb18 belong to a com-
mon mode, because these two peaks show an analogou
larization dependence and the frequency difference is in
reasonable range as the isotope shift for the CvC stretching.
Since the13C substitution decreases the stretching freque
of the bare central CvC bond, it will cause a decoupling
between the central and ring CvC stretchings, which are
coupled in the natural compound. As a consequence, the
tribution of the central CvC stretching is enhanced inn3 of
the substituted sample.24,25 Since the central CvC bond is
oriented along theb* axis, the Raman intensity ofn3 for the
13C-substituted sample is expected to be enhanced in

K,
0-3
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YAMAMOTO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 085110
(b* ,b* ) polarization. Accordingly, if we assignb1 andb18 to
the n3 mode, the different polarization dependence of
two peaksb1 andb18 can be reasonably explained.

The remaining peaks are classified into the hig
frequency peaks@a1x (x5a,b) and a18] and the low-
frequency peaks (a2 and a28). We consider that the peak
classified in the same group belong to the common mo
though the number of peaks in the former group differs
tween the two samples. We will mention the reason for t
disagreement at the end of the following section.

The above classifications are summarized in Table I
gether with the isotope shifts. As shown in Table I, all pea

FIG. 5. Polarized Raman and optical-conductivity spectra of
natural ~upper curve! and 13C-substituted~lower curve! samples.
~a!, ~b!, and ~c! show the (a,a)-, (a,c)-, and (b* ,b* )-polarized
Raman spectra, and~d! and~e! show thea- andc-polarized optical-
conductivity spectra, respectively (T550 K). Dashed curves in~c!
and ~d! are the guide for eyes.
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can be divided into two groups: the isotope shifts fora1 and
a2 are smaller than ca. 20 cm21, whereas those forb1 , b2 ,
c1, andc2 are larger than ca. 30 cm21. The large difference
in the isotope shift clearly indicates that the former peaks
assigned ton2 and the latter ton3. It should be noted that this
assignment agrees with the above tentative assignment fob1

andb18 .

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Factor-group analysis

The vibrational spectrum of crystalline samples oft
shows more lines than what is expected for the isolated m
ecule, since the site symmetry is lowered by the lo
symmetry environment surrounding the molecules. In
present case, however, such an activation of forbidden mo
cannot explain the appearance of the multiple peaks, bec
the CvC stretching modes consist of only two gera
modes, as has been confirmed in Sec. III A. Therefore,
focus on factor-group splitting to understand the reason
the appearance of the multiple peaks in this section.

As shown in Fig. 1~b!, the unit cell of the insulating phas
accommodates four molecules. The four molecules are
vided into two crystallographically independent pairs,
which An and Dn (n51,2) are crystallographically indepen
dent of each other, andX1 (X5A,D) is connected withX2
by the screw-axis symmetry, which is parallel to thea axis. If
the four molecules are nearly equivalent and the interm
lecular interaction is negligible, the CvC stretching mode
should be fourfold degenerate. On the other hand, if th
four molecules are strongly interacting with each other,
molecular vibrations can be coupled to each other to fo
the combination modes, which results in the unfolding of t
degeneracy in accordance with the factor-group symme
Table II displays the correlation diagram of the norm
modes among the molecular, site, and factor-group sym
try. This table shows that the four modes are split into pa
of the A and B types of the crystalline modes under th
factor-group symmetryC2 of the insulating phase. Compar
son between the experimental results and this table indic

e

TABLE I. Experimental Raman~R! and optical-conductivity
~IR! peak-frequencies spectra (cm21) and the assignments to th
CvC stretching modes~Fig. 5!. The isotope shift (Dv) is calcu-
lated separately for the Raman and IR signals.

Peak
12C 13C Dv

Assign-
Label R IR R IR R IR ment

a1 1548 1525 18a n2

1539
a2 1480 1461 19 n2

b1 1455 1456 1424 1427 31 29 n3

c1 1447 1442 1410 1401 37 41 n3

c2 1383 1380 1334 1335 49 45 n3

b2 1333 1328 1290 1291 43 37 n3

aCalculated using the average frequency of peaksa1a anda1b .
0-4
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CHARGE ORDERING INu . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 085110
that the polarization dependence of the observedn3 signals
can be explained by the factor-group symmetry; accordin
the selection rule for this symmetry, peaksb1 andb2 appear-
ing in the (a,a)- and (b* ,b* )-polarized Raman and
a-polarized IR spectra are attributed to theA crystalline
mode, andc1 and c2 in the (a,c)-polarized Raman and
c-polarized IR spectra to theB mode. The clear factor-grou
splitting observed forn3 suggests that this mode induces
strong intermolecular charge oscillation due to the EMV co
pling. This argument is consistent with the calculations p
dicting that n3 has the strongest EMV coupling consta
among the normal modes of ET1.24,28 The broad linewidths
of b2 , c1, andc2 and strong IR intensity of these peaks al
support the present explanation.

On the other hand, clearn2 signals were only observed fo
the A modes. Weaker EMV coupling is responsible for t
absence of theB mode, because the coupling constant of t
mode is smaller than that ofn3. The sharp line shapes ofa1
and a2 also indicate the weak EMV coupling of this mod
The splitting ofn2 in the A mode is ascribed to CD as w
will discuss in the following section. As already mention
in Sec. III B, the natural sample showed a peculiar doub
a1a and a1b , in the (a,a)-polarized Raman spectrum@see
Fig. 5~a!#. If both a1a and a1b originate from then2 mode
together witha2, we have to consider a larger unit cell b
cause the factor-group analysis based on the doubled
cell predicts at most twoA modes for one molecular mode
However, a larger unit cell is inconsistent with the reasona
agreement ofn3 with the factor-group analysis based on t
doubled unit cell. Becausen3, which has a larger EMV cou
pling constant, should be more sensitive to possible chan
in the inter-molecular interaction thann2, it seems unreason
able to ascribe the appearance of the doublet to the fac
group splitting. Furthermore, the13C-substituted sample did
not show such an extran2 peak in theA mode@see Fig. 5~b!#.
Therefore, we conclude that one of the peaks in the dou
of the natural sample is attributed to an overtone or a co
bination mode, which is enhanced by the Fermi resona
with the peak corresponding toa18 of the 13C-substituted
sample.

The fact that the selection rule for then3 signals can be
explained by the factor-group analysis based on the sym
try determined by the x-ray diffraction indicates the ex
tence of the screw-axis symmetry in the insulating pha
Since the frequency of then3 mode is sensitive to the charg

TABLE II. Correlation diagram ofn2 andn3 among the molecu-
lar, site, and factor-group symmetry.

Mol. sym. Site sym. Factor grp. Correspondin
Modes D2h C1 C2 peaks

4n2 4ag 4A 2A a1 ,a2

2B
4n3 4ag 4A 2A b1 ,b2

2B c1 ,c2

4n27 4b1u 4A 2A
2B
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on the molecule, this result ensures the equivalence of
molecular charge on the crystallographically equivalent m
ecules. It should be emphasized that the screw-axis sym
try is verified for the charge distribution. Because the sp
troscopic method provides higher sensitivity to the molecu
charge than the x-ray diffraction method, this result can b
crucial information for the determination of the symmetry
the charge ordering.

B. EMV coupling in the charge-ordered system

The vibronic coupling effect has been analyzed us
cluster models which have been applied mainly to
systems.29–31 Since the unit cell of the present 2D syste
includes four ET molecules@See Fig. 1~b!#, we introduce a
2D tetramer to discuss the observed spectral features.
Hamiltonian for the EMV coupling within a tetramer is writ
ten as

HEMV5 (
i 51,2,3,4

giniQi . ~1!

In this formula,Qi denotes the vibrational normal coordina
~in the present discussion, we consider onlyag type modes!,
ni indicates the charge population on thei th site among four
ETs, andgi stands for the EMV coupling constant betwe
an unpaired electron ati th site and the vibrational mode
Using the symmetrized normal coordinatesQx

65(Qx1

6Qx2)/2 (X5A,D) and the sum or difference of the charg
population within the pairnx

65(nx16nx2)/2, the Hamil-
tonian is transformed into31,32

HEMV /g5~QD
11QA

1!~nD
11nA

1!1~QD
12QA

1!~nD
12nA

1!

1~QD
21QA

2!~nD
21nA

2!1~QD
22QA

2!~nD
22nA

2!,

~2!

where we have neglected the difference in the coupling c
stant g between the crystallographically independent m
ecules. Notice thatQ1 and n1 belong to theA crystalline
mode, sinceQ1 is the in-phase combination of the norm
coordinates, andn1 is the sum of the charges between t
crystallographically equivalent molecules. Thus, the first a
second terms of Eq.~2! composed ofQ1 andn1 belong to
the A mode. Similarly, the third and fourth terms belong
the B mode.

Figure 6 shows the schematic level diagram of the EM
coupling in the tetramer. If this compound has a unifo
charge distribution~no CD!, all ETs should have nearly th
same frequency for each normal mode. Therefore, the
term represents the totally in-phase coupled mode, wh
does not induce charge oscillation between any combina
of molecules. Since this mode is decoupled with charge
cillation, its frequency shows no shift@see Fig. 6~b!# from
the value determined by the molecular charge. Thus,
Raman-active mode cannot be IR active. The second t
represents the in-phase coupling betweenX1 and X2 (X
5A,D) and antiphase coupling between An and Dn (n
51,2). In contrast to the first term, the second term indu
the charge oscillation between An and Dn , and thus this
0-5
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YAMAMOTO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 085110
Raman-active mode can be IR active. This vibronic level w
show a down-shift as shown in Fig. 6~b!. Consequently, if
CD is not present, one IR and two Raman bands will
observed as theA mode@Eia for IR and (a,a) and (b* ,b* )
for Raman#. On the other hand, if CD is present, the fr
quency of the charge-sensitive CvC stretching mode should
be different between the An and Dn sites. This difference
leads to a mixing of the states coming from the first and
second terms in Eq.~2! @see Fig. 6~c!#, and thus the origi-
nally IR inactive mode based on the first term gains the
intensity from that of the second term. Recall that there e
two A modes ofn3 (b1 andb2) in the observed IR spectr
@Fig. 5~d!#. The weaker intensity ofb1 suggests that this pea
corresponds to the IR-activated mode. Appearance of
mode in the IR spectrum can be viewed as a proof for
occurrence of CD in this insulating phase. In Sec. IV A, w
verified that this crystal has a screw-axis symmetry in
charge distribution. Thus, we conclude that the separa
charge forms a so-called horizontal pattern running along
screw axis (ia axis!.

C. Charge disproportionation ratio

Many charge-sensitive modes linearly change the
quency, depending upon the charge on the molecule. Ut
ing this property, the fractional molecular charge in CT sa
is often estimated from the frequency shift of su
modes.15–18 For the ET molecule, it is known that the tw
gerade CvC stretchingsn2 and n3 show a large charge
dependent frequency shift. However, as we have discu
so far, the two modes show the different vibronic properti
In order to estimate the molecular charge from the vib
tional frequency, we have to take into account the EMV co
pling effect.

FIG. 6. Level diagram of the EMV coupling effects.~a! Molecu-
lar normal modes are degenerated in isolated states.~b! The degen-
erated modes are split into one EMV-uncoupled and three EM
coupled modes in the presence of the vibronic interaction.
dotted lines indicate the interaction with the CT state caused by
second to fourth terms in Eq.~2!. ~c! The charge disproportionatio
mixes the twoA-symmetry modes and turns the originally in-pha
mode to be IR active.
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The effect of the EMV interaction appears strongly in t
spectrum only when the intermolecular CT interaction a
the coupling constant of the specific vibration mode a
strong enough. Therefore, we can classify the signals fr
the charge-sensitive modes in terms of the properties rel
to the molecular vibrational modes and the crystalline el
tronic state to understand the influence of the EMV coupli
The molecular vibrational mode is characterized by
charge sensitivity of the frequency and strength of the c
pling constant of EMV interaction. Because the charg
insensitive mode is useless here, we discuss the cha
sensitive modes with~a! weak and ~b! strong coupling
constant. The crystalline electronic state is characterized
the charge distribution and the strength of the inter-molecu
CT interaction, and classified into four cases:~i! uniform
distribution and weak CT interaction,~ii ! CD and weak CT
interaction,~iii ! uniform distribution and strong CT interac
tion, and~iv! CD and strong CT interaction. In the case of~i!
and ~ii !, the molecular charge can be estimated without a
consideration on the EMV coupling; we can use both~a! and
~b! types of vibrational modes for this purpose. On the oth
hand, in the case of~iii ! and~iv!, we have to take account o
the frequency shift due to the EMV interaction. For the~iii !
case, the totally in-phase modes uncoupled with the vibro
effects. Thus, both~a!- and~b!-type modes are available as
reliable measure of the molecular charge@see Fig. 6~b!#. In
the case of~iv!, however, because the in-phase mode is a
involved in the EMV interaction, we can use only the~a!-
type modes. Since the insulating phase of the present c
pound belongs to~iv!, it is suspected thatn3 showing the
strong EMV coupling effect is inappropriate for the estim
tion of the molecular charge~CD ratio!. Meanwhile, we have
confirmed that then2 shows weaker EMV coupling features
It suggests that this mode can be applied to the CD r
estimation as a~a!-type mode.

Figure 7 displays the Raman frequencies ofn2 and n3

-
e
e

FIG. 7. Reported Raman frequencies ofn2 ~circles! and n3

~squares! for various ET salts listed in Table III. The data are plott
with respect to the ET molecular charge. Broken and dotted-bro
lines show the approximate charge dependence of the two mo
The two dotted lines show the frequencies ofb1 andb2 ~see text!.
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TABLE III. Raman frequencies (cm21) of n2 andn3 plotted in Fig. 7. For those peaks which appear
split peaks or have a shoulder, the higher frequency is adopted as the peak position~refer to the original
papers!, because the peak of the lower frequency may be influenced by the EMV coupling.

Number Compound r ~e! n2 n3 Ref.

1 Neutral ET 0 1552 1494 33
2 k-(ET)2@Cu(NCS)2# 0.5 1506 1470 34
3 k-(ET)2Cu2(CN)3 0.5 1498 1471 16
4 k-(ET)2Cu@N(CN)2#Br 0.5 1496 1468 25
5 b-(ET)2I3 0.5 1495 1468 35
6 k-(ET)2Cu@N(CN)2#Cl 0.5 1489 1463 16
7 a-(ET)2(NH4)Hg(SCN)4 0.5 1488 1469 16
8 a-(ET)2RbHg(SCN)4 0.5 1488 1469 16
9 k-(ET)4Hg3Cl8 0.5 1486 1464 16
10 (ET)3Cl2 H2O 0.67 1487 1468 16
11 (ET)3(HSO4)2 0.67 1476 1460 16
12 (ET)BiI4 1 1465 1407 16
13 (ET)AuBr2Cl2 1 1462 1416 16
14 (ET)2@Mo6O19# 1 1460 1414 36
a1 u-(ET)2RbZn(SCN)4 0.15 1544 Present study
b2 u-(ET)2RbZn(SCN)4 0.85 1480 Present study
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of
~see also Table III! for various ET based CT salts plotte
against the molecular charge expected from
stoichiometry.16,25,33–36 The brokenn2 and dot-brokenn3
lines were drawn between the frequencies of the neutral m
ecule and monocations. This figure manifests that the
quencies ofn3 signals show an irregular molecular-char
dependence, i.e., peakb2, for instance, is positioned muc
lower than that ofn3 for the monocationic ET. On the othe
hand, the frequencies of the twoA modes ofn2 are included
within those of the neutral and monocationic ETs, sugges
that this mode can be applicable to the CD ratio estimati
Using the slope 90 cm21/e of the broken line, we estimate
the deviationr from the average charge (10.5e) of the two
types of molecules A1(0.52r) and D1(0.51r) as r'10.35
~black circles in Fig. 7!. The CD ratio determined from the
above analysis is thus10.15e:10.85e. This ratio is almost
the same to the value estimated by the NMR experime7

Agreement of the two individual measurements strongly s
port the reliability of the estimated value and the plausibil
of the molecular-charge-estimation method based onn2.

V. CONCLUSION

We measured the IR and Raman spectra
u-(ET)2RbZn(SCN)4 in the insulating phase, and invest
.

hi

0851
e

ol-
e-

g
n.

t.
p-
y

f

gated the charge distribution through the interpretation of
multiple CvC stretching bands. We assigned fourn3 crystal
modes and twon2 crystal modes based on the spectra of
13C-substituted compound and factor-group analysis. Then3
mode, which is strongly coupled with electronic system
was employed to verify the occurrence of CD and the sy
metry of the charge distribution. On the other hand, then2
mode, which is weakly coupled, was used for the CD ra
estimation. The present result is important not only to c
firm the occurrence of the charge ordering in the insulat
phase of this compound, but also to understand the vi
tional spectra in charge-ordered systems with strong E
interaction.
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